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An algorithm is described for the construction of phylogenetic trees. The algorithm is based on the progressive correction of data along the tree construction. For the correction, the average value of the difference between each pair of neighbour elements to the rest of the table is considered.

An Algorithm for Construction of Phylogenetic Trees

Molecular phylogenetic trees are built up based on data of homologous sequences of nucleic acids or proteins of different species [1–16]. Unfortunately the observed changes in these sequences, not always represent faithfully the real distance or evolutionary span extended between the compared species, because: a) repeated point mutations at the same position of the DNA molecule are oversight, b) the degenerate nature of the genetic code, prevents the exact reckoning of changes produced at the third position of the codon and c) technical analytic deficiencies or others, contribute to the configuration of a very common type of table of distances displaying internal incoherence.

To overcome these difficulties we developed a simple method for the construction of phylogenetic trees, based on a progressive correction of the original table of data, provided that the distance table satisfies the ultrametric inequality \( i.e. \ d(x,y) \leq \max\{d(x,z), d(y,z)\} \) for all \( x, y, z \) [17]. The corrections performed at every step of the process consider the normalization of the data converging to a node or vertex, in accordance with the average distance of these points to the rest of the elements of the table [18, 19].

In this manuscript we communicate a general algorithm and the flow chart for its computational use, in such a way that in each trial the two nearest neighbours of the table are selected unambiguously. Moreover, we compare in the method two options:

1. One where the values of the table are normalized before the beginning of the tree construction and the second one, more convenient as shown forward, where the correction to the table data is performed at each step along the dendrogram building. Also we analyze the degree of goodness of fit of the tree distances, after comparison with the distances taken from the original table. On the other hand, we compare the tree distances with the data of an ideal table constructed after a hierarchic arrangement of its elements.

The Method

Firstly we select from the table the nearest pair of species displaying the shortest distance.

Then we calculate the average difference value of the distance of every element of the table and the two selected species.

As we need at least three elements and their distances to calculate the position of the common node joining the two selected species, we choose as third element that displaying a difference of its distances to the two nearest ones, equal or at least closest to the average difference value. When this difference is not equal to the average difference, a correction is performed in the distance values of the first and third element or in the second and third element, to obtain a similar value to the average (as shown forward). Moreover the same correction is accomplished in the distance of the first and second element to maintain the proportionality of the correction.

The correction introduced is usually positive because, as previously mentioned [18, 19], the data of the table are in general lower in magnitude than the real values or distances.
So, let as be 1 and 2 the nearest neighbours and 3 the selected reference.

Then:

\[ \text{distance (1 → 2)} = x' + y' \] (1)

and

\[ \text{distance (2 → 3)} - \text{distance (1 → 3)} = (y + z') - (x + z) = \bar{y} - x' \] (2)

The \( y' - x' \) difference: \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \), is then compared with the average difference

\[ \bar{A}(1, 2) = \frac{1}{n-2} \sum_{i=3}^{n} (i-2) - (i-1) \]

where, in the example, \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \) is the value obtained after averaging all the differences between the distances of every element of the table to the elements 1 and 2. If one of the differences coincides with the \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \) value, the third element involved in this difference is chosen for the resolution of the system of equations (1) and (2), and the \( x' \) and \( y' \) length determination \([x' = (1 \rightarrow N_i), \ y' = (2 \rightarrow N_j)]\); if not, the nearest difference to the average \( \bar{A} \) is selected and the third element involved in this comparison is utilized for the determination of \( x' \) and \( y' \) values after the correction, in this case, of the \( (1 \rightarrow 3) \) or the \( (2 \rightarrow 3) \) distance value to attain a difference between both, equal to the average delta \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \). If \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \) is greater than \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \) then, the correction applies on the larger value \( (2 \rightarrow 3) \) which has to be augmented. If, on the contrary, \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \) is lower than \( \bar{A}(1, 2) \), the \( (1 \rightarrow 3) \) distance value is increased. All that in accordance with the statement above mentioned on the generally positive character of the corrections. Obviously, to be consistent an equal positive correction is introduced at the \( (1 \rightarrow 2) \) distance value. The \( (1 \rightarrow 2) \) corrected value is considered in the calculation of the node position if, on spite of the correction of its distance, still is the shortest distance of the table. If not the following shortest distance of the table is considered instead of the mentioned \( (1 \rightarrow 2) \) value and the procedure repeated.

After solving the equations (1) and (2) for \( x' \) and \( y' \) values, the position of the node is defined and then the distances from the node to the other points of the table are calculated. These values replace then the distances of 1 and 2 to the remainder elements. Then we continue looking for the following shortest distance in the table and we repeat the same routine up to the end of the data. In the very unusual situation of detecting multiple pairs of data with equal minimal pairwise distances, should be necessary to go ahead in more than one direction up to the point where the following successive results define the optimal order or sequence.

The Example

The example chosen as probe of the method corresponds to the evolutionary distance matrix for various archebacterial 16S rRNAs taken from the article of: Laurie Achenbach-Richter, Karl O. Stetter, and Carl R. Woese, Nature 327, 348–349 (1987) [20]. The table of distances is the following:

Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <em>Archeoglobus</em> VC-16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <em>Tc. celer</em></td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. *Mc. vannielli</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <em>M. formicicum</em></td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <em>Ms. hungatei</em></td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. <em>H. volcanii</em></td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. <em>P. occultum</em></td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. <em>S. solfatarius</em></td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. <em>T. tenax</em></td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. <em>Tr. maritima</em></td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in the table the nearest neighbours are the species 7 and 9, but this entrance is rapidly discarded because of the magnitude of the necessary corrections performed to advance from this entrance, so the following smallest distance 12.3, joining the 7 and 8 elements is selected to start the tree construction. The average difference between every element of the table and the 7 and 8 species is $\bar{d} = 4.4$ and the particular difference that approaches more to this value is the $(1 \rightarrow 8)$ distance minus the $(1 \rightarrow 7)$ distance equal to: 4.7. Then as the difference between $4.7 - 4.4 = 0.3$ this amount is added to the $(1 \rightarrow 7)$ distance which is now of 22.5 instead of the former 22.2. The same value 0.3 is also added to the $(7 \rightarrow 8)$ distance which is now equal to 12.6, still the lower figure of the table. After that we proceed to calculate the values of the $x$ and $y$ segments defining the first node, using the equations:

1. Where $x + y = 12.6$ and
2. $y - x = 4.40$, solving for $x$ and $y$
   - $x = (7 \rightarrow N_1) = 4.1$
   - $y = (8 \rightarrow N_1) = 8.5$.

After that we calculate all the distances mediating between $N_1$ (the first node) and the rest of elements of the table. These figure replace in the table the distances between the elements 7 and 8 to the rest.

And the routine is repeated looking for the following shortest distance joining these two elements and the $N_2$ node, in this case between $N_1$ and element 9 (distance equal 8.45).

The dendrogram obtained following this procedure for the group of archaeobacterial 16S rRNAs is similar to that communicated by Achenbach-Richter et al. [20], moreover the table of data reconstructed from the tree distances, corresponds fairly well with the data of the original table. So, the standard deviation, in percentage, of the original data and the reconstructed from the tree, is of $4.4\%$, which agrees with the deviation of the data obtained from the dendrogram displayed in the publication of Achenbach-Richter et al., when compared with the original table. On the other hand, for a different comparison, we constructed using the data of the original table, a hierarchically ordered table and then we compare with that table the data: of the original table, the data of the Achenbach-Richter et al. dendrogram and the data of our calculated tree. The standard deviation in percentage of this comparison were respectively: 15.40%, 13.40% and 8.80%.

We analyzed also a variation of the algorithm before described, where at first, all the data of the table were corrected in accordance with the average difference distance of each couple of elements to the rest.
of the elements of the table. But, this variation did not give better results than the method before described of successive corrections.

**Discussion**

The algorithm above described facilitates the rapid finding at every step of the dendrogram of the appropriate couple of most nearby species and moreover permits the introduction of corrections to table data, sometimes disconnected.

The results or distances obtained in the dendrogram by the application of the algorithm agree fairly well with the original data, but more than that, they correlate better with data of a re-ordered table following a hierarchic distribution of figures which is probably a better parameter to appreciate the degree of certainty of the evolutionary trees found, than the original data. In the algorithm is relevant that at the first steps the average value of the difference or distances between the two selected neighbours and the rest of points, is calculated considering a high number of elements. That gives an appreciable degree of certainty to the eventual corrections performed. On the other hand, at the end of the procedure, the average difference is calculated with only few data available, but fortunately, as at every step, corrections have been introduced, then the universe of points disposable at the time, if scanty, is nevertheless enough reliable and accurate.
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